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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent flood of data and factual knowledge in the area
of biomedicine requires some principled approaches to their
proper analysis and management. A major cornerstone in
this effort constitutes the precise and complete description
of the fundamental entities within this domain.

But although this is generally accepted, current ontology
developments often do not adhere to some of the elemental
ontology design principles: For example, even prominent do-
main terms lack precise (logical) definitions and descriptions
in many cases. Such issues impede the semantic standardiza-
tion needed for adapting ontologies in data/knowledge man-
agement tasks. Rather, they lead to inconsistencies within
and between ontologies and so to a situation of fragmenta-
tion ontologies are intended to solve in the first place.

In light of this we introduce BioTop and ChemTop [4], two
top-domain ontologies define and describe the foundational
entities needed to characterize phenomena in the life sci-
ences area. The basic intention of those ontologies is twofold:
Firstly, to serve as top-level basis for creating new focused
domain ontologies or as aid for ameliorating existing ones.
Secondly, to be used as “semantic glue” in aligning and map-
ping biomedical ontologies from disparate provenience.

2. METHOD
To clarify the role of BioTop and ChemTop as top-domain
ontologies, we make the following distinction:

Top Ontologies contain only a very restricted set of high-
level, generic classes such as “Continuant”, “Function”
or “Object”, not related to any particular domain.

Top-domain Ontologies hold the general core classes of
a given domain to interface both top and domain on-
tologies, like“Organism”, “Tissue”or“Cell” for biology.

Domain Ontologies include only domain-specific classes
to comprehensively describe a certain domain, e.g. “An-
tisense RNA Transcription”or“DNA Replication”from
the Gene Ontology (GO) [1] for gene-related research.

To create our ontologies we investigated a sample from the
domain ontologies of the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO)
Foundry [5] — a community initiative to create interopera-
ble biomedical ontologies adhering to good ontology design
principles. There we looked at the commonalities of the
Gene Ontology (GO), the Cell Ontology (CL), the Chemi-
cal Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) and others and
used this as one basis to devise an ontology able to align
several biomedical ontologies together. As second basis and
“scaffold” for our work we employed GENIA [4], a light-
weight ontology applied for corpus annotation in biological
text mining contexts, which we wanted to comprehensively
and formally redesign and expand.

The mentioned alignment between the employed OBO Foundry
ontologies enables users to get an integrated view on them
and renders possible a more systematic and concerted ap-
plication. In this vein, one goal is to continuously consider
more and more OBO Foundry (but also external biomedi-
cal) ontologies in our work. One current “external” mapping
of BioTop is to the UMLS Semantic Network [3] whereby
a bridge and possible integration from this resource to the
OBO Foundry ontologies is created.

In our ontology design we complied with the OBO Foundry
principles. Some of the principles coined for our case include:

• Both BioTop and ChemTop have a clearly defined and
delineated content matter that does not overlap with
other ontologies found in the OBO Foundry.

• BioTop and ChemTop are open-source and accessible
to everybody. To adopt them in other projects a de-
veloper must only acknowledge its original source and
agree not to alter and distribute the modified ontology.

• The implementation of BioTop and ChemTop is based
on OWL-DL, a formally defined language and official
standard for creating Semantic Web ontologies pub-
lished by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

• The ontologies contain clear textual definitions to avoid
the ambiguity many terms possess in the life sciences.



This makes the ontologies understandable not only to
computer tools but also to human (experts).

• BioTop and ChemTop are based on the top ontology
Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [2], successfully applied
by many OBO Foundry ontologies and thus showing
its practical applicability to biomedicine. We further
used the relations from the Relation Ontology, also a
standard ontology proposed by the OBO Foundry.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
As said above, BioTop and ChemTop are implemented in
OWL-DL. Besides fulfilling the OBO Foundry principle for
using a formally-defined representation language, this entails
the availability of a wealth of documentation and support-
ing tools. For example, it was crucial to continuously clas-
sify our ontologies during development with a terminological
reasoner in order to check for potential bugs in the rather
complex encoding of axioms. In our implementation we also
refrained from asserting multihierarchies but let the reasoner
infer those from the axioms specified for the classes. Most
importantly, OWL-DL makes it possible to align BioTop and
ChemTop with other existing biomedical ontologies imple-
mented in OWL-DL.

4. MODULARIZATION
Pursuing the principle to describe as many classes as pos-
sible in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions and re-
alizing the need to cover the relation between biology and
chemistry more thoroughly as we considered further OBO
ontologies, BioTop needed to be significantly expanded to-
wards biochemistry after its initial version.

But this expansion was problematic in that BioTop lost more
and more its focus on biology. To countersteer this, we de-
cided to reenginer BioTop towards a systematic modulariza-
tion to highlight again its original focus. To this end, a sig-
nificant amount of classes contained in BioTop was migrated
into a newly created ontology, called ChemTop. In the mod-
ularization process, the following principles were obeyed:

• The boundary of all modules should coincide with a
particular subdomain, e.g. biology vs. chemistry.

• All modules must follow the same (OBO Foundry) on-
tology design principles.

• The size of each module should be such that it can be
handled easily by humans and tool, e.g. reasoners.

• Modules covering neighbor subdomains may exhibit a
limited (and documented) degree of overlap.

• Bridging files link the various modules and apply the
usual OWL import feature in straightforward fashion.

The following modules emerged as result of our modulariza-
tion efforts. Fig. 1 schematizes how the core BioTop/ChemTop
modules are related to each other but also how the top on-
tology BFO as well as the domain ontologies are linked.

biotop and chemtop self-standing BioTop and ChemTop on-
tologies (without specific chemistry resp. biological
classes or reference to BFO and RO)

Figure 1: BioTop and ChemTop linked to top ontol-
ogy BFO and domain ontologies through bridges

biotop-chemtop bridge that connects both BioTop to Chem-
Top (without reference to BFO and RO)

biotop-bfo-ro and chemtop-bfo-ro bridges that connect
BFO and RO with BioTop and ChemTop respectively

biotop-chemtop-bfo-ro bridge that includes biotop-bfo-ro
and biotop-chemtop and connects BioTop with BFO
and RO and also ChemTop.

5. AVAILABILITY
All BioTop and ChemTop related material can be found at
http://purl.org/biotop and http://purl.org/chemtop.
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